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Freak Weather
During chaotic seasons a freak drop in air pressure can combine with 
local disturbances in the gravitational constant to produce a danger-
ous phenomenon known as groundrain.

The effects depend on the local terrain, but in general moisture from 
the earth is pulled upwards along with a body of detritus, rising to 
altitudes where the air pressure is again high enough for the material 
to fall back to earth. This material can be deposited many miles away 
where locals may experience rains of mud, small fish, frogs, leaf mat-
ter, and adventurers.

At the site of the groundrain an observer will experience an uprising 
dirty mist. Loose items may be torn from an adventurer, though heavy 
items will not usually travel far. In the most severe groundrains air 
pressure is low enough to rupture eardrums, burst airtight containers, 
and lift humans, moving them short distances.

Groundrain is measured in 5 categories of force. When a groundrain 
starts, it always begins at the lowest force and then rapidly escalates 
to the maximum. Apply the effects of each as the storm progresses.
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Effects
Effects of a groundrain vary by terrain. Groundrain can happen any-
where the land is moist. It is more common in swamps or at sea and 
very rare in dense forests.

Stable land
Stable land is anywhere the ground is moist but kept stable with 
ground cover — crops, dense grasses, light forest, or scrub. On 
stable land the initial effects are less disruptive — there is a dirty and 
wet upward wind and the ground becomes mushy. At higher force lev-
els, however, people and vehicles will sink into de-stabilized ground, 
perhaps keeping from being blown away and submerging them in mud 
and stones instead.

 2-3 Force 1. Little noticeable effect. Footprints are a little 
deeper.

 4-5 Force 2. A fie mist rises from the ground. The wind 
increases significantly, blowing upwards.

 6-8 Force 3. A dirty uprising fog coats everyone with a 
slick layer of mud. The ground is slippery — a danger-
ous place to fight.

 9-10 Force 4. A full-fledged upward rain! All creatures are 
soaked with dirty water and grit. Loose items are blown 
away from below and deposited many yards away. Wild-
life flees. The ground is unstable and a person will sink a 
foot or more into the loosening mud and sand. Combat 
is nearly impossible. Flight is dangerous and erratic but 
it’s possible to get above the storm.

 11-12 Force 5. A full force gale blows from below. Cloth-
ing and poorly secured armour is blown free. Even well 
trained animals panic. Stones come loose and pummel 
anyone caught in the open, causing damage unless 
suitable cover from underneath is found. Small animals 
are carried away. Anything on the ground will sink up to 
three feet and combat is impossible for anything human 
sized and smaller. Flight is impossible and anything al-
ready flying will be carried away to plummet to the earth 
elsewhere unless they can recover control.
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Bog
In marsh and swamp, water and mud surfaces will bubble and release 
a rising fog. In severe cases the fog will thicken to a mist or even rain 
and be filled with mud and small creatures. People caught in a swamp 
groundrain will become covered in filth (even if it’s only from a rising 
fog). Boats may be come unstable. Bogs will become a thick aerated 
fluid that can be especially treacherous — many a traveller has been 
caught in a groundrain and found that a traversable bog has become 
a sea of loose mud, dragging them under to their doom.

2-3 Force 1. An uprising dirty mist. The surface mud bub-
bles.

4-5 Force 2. A rush of light and dirty rain and mud.

6-8 Force 3. A heavy upward rain. The ground is a churn 
of bubbling mud belching short geysers of filth and 
small animals. Heavier animals sink up to three feet into 
the mud. Combat is impossible.

9-10 Force 4. Torrential upward rain saturated with mud, 
sticks, rotting vegetation and frogs. Animals will sink up 
to six feet into the aerated mud after having any loose 
clothing and equipment blown away. Combat is impossi-
ble and flight is very dangerous.

11-12 Force 5. A churning upward boil of mud. It is no lon-
ger possible to tell the difference between the ground 
and the air — all are trapped in a flood of aerated mud. 
Belongings are stripped free to land miles away. Flying 
creatures are blown out of control and everyone is con-
stantly bombarded with small stones, sticks, and ani-
mals.

Open water
A groundrain in open water aerates the water, making everything less 
buoyant. Since it tends to kill fish and other water animals even at low-
er force levels, wildlife will flee early when they detect a groundrain. 
While not as muddy (or stoney) as other terrain, the water in the air 
rapidly becomes disorienting and both air-breathers and water-breath-
ers will soon suffocate. There are specially equipped boats with ex-
cess buoyancy and broad beams, but even these will not survive a 
force five groundrain.
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2-3 Force 1. A rising fog. Tiny bubbles form in the water. 
Fish flee. A boat will ride slightly lower.

4-5 Force 2. A moderate upward rain forms. The water 
churns with fine bubbles. A boat will ride dangerous low 
unless especially buoyant.

6-8 Force 3. A heavy upward rain and heavy winds. Boats 
founder. Water animals will sink rapidly and suffocate. 
Flight is difficult as the air saturates with water.

9-10 Force 4. A rush of upward water occasionally form-
ing waterspouts. Boats not specially equipped sink in 
the heavily aerated water. Untethered equipment and 
clothes are blown away. Local fauna are long gone, 
dead, or fled. Flight is very dangerous.

11-12 Force 5. A froth of upward rushing water. It is no 
longer possible to tell the difference between the water 
and the air. Air breathers drown. Boats are destroyed, 
ships sink like rocks. Even specially designed vehicles 
fail. Flight is impossible and anything in the air is blown 
away to land elsewhere, likely drowned.
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